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today riken piston ring co., ltd. has a product line that includes some of the highest performing
piston rings available. riken's piston ring line includes flat top rings, flat bottom rings, cross rings,

single and dual rings, and high performance rings. riken’s piston ring line offers the highest quality
piston rings in the automotive industry. riken rings are available in a variety of materials, ring

finishes, and materials. riken piston ring co.’s race engine piston rings are designed to maximize
performance and durability. specialized designs for more aggressive applications are also available.
riken’s piston rings for race applications are available in a variety of materials and ring finishes to
maximize performance. riken piston ring co., ltd. has an extensive catalog of parts, and their in-

house and specialized designs allow the company to provide a wide range of piston ring applications.
the company has worked with customers to design products to meet specific needs. has expanded
its product line to include parts for engines ranging from 1.5l to 5.0l. riken’s racing piston rings are
available in materials such as cold rolled steel, soft steel, and a material called hpl. riken’s racing

piston rings are available in a variety of ring finishes such as hard chrome, copper, and anodic
oxidation. riken piston ring co., ltd. has expanded its racing piston ring product line to include some

of the highest performance rings available. riken’s racing piston rings are designed to maximize
performance and durability on race engines. riken’s racing piston rings offer the highest performance

available on the racing market.
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the longstanding japanese manufacturer of engine
parts for over 80 years. developing new engine

parts based on the latest material, machining and
environmental technology cultivated from years of

manufacturing experience in the automotive
industry. riken applies all of this to create the

highest-performance products that improve fuel
efficiency and reduce emissions. in 2015, riken

released the latest high-performance piston ring..
riken has also developed thermal engineering
products. this includes heat exchangers for air
conditioning systems, thermal insulations, and

catalytic converters for automobiles. rikens product
quality is of the highest quality and the company
continues to improve its products every day to

provide a level of quality that customers are looking
for. riken is an example of the best of japanese

manufacturing. the riken piston ring catalogue is
packed with products that perform and look

amazing, and are built to the highest standards.
riken piston ring set are manufactured from high-

grade steel, with a surface finish to ensure the best
possible finish. riken piston rings are also available
in a wide range of specifications to suit the widest
possible range of applications. riken piston rings
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range from the widely used 80 series to the more
high-tech 90 series. the best quality, most highly
regarded riken piston ring set is always the first
choice. riken piston rings are built to the highest

standards and are always available to meet all your
requirements. riken piston ring set genuine are also
available in a wide range of specifications to suit the

widest possible range of applications. riken piston
rings are available in a wide range of specifications

to suit the widest possible range of applications.
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